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Georgetown Slate is Import Merchandising Concepts premier slate line imported directly from China. With 10 colors to
choose from, our Georgetown Slate product line can sufficiently provide a varity to satisfy any roofing contractors
needs. All our primary colors meet industry standards.
.

Why Georgetown Slate?
At IMC, we like bringing our customers directly to the source. We act as your advocate, and your eyes and ears
overseas. Are your prices in the United States too high? Are you being underbid by competitors who have lower cost
suppliers? At IMC we make it our goal to find the product you need, and to find a price for that product to make your
company competitive.

Direct – Georgetown Slate is imported directly from quarries in China, meaning that you are getting a product
directly from the source. This means that you save money, as parts of the supply chain have been cut out, bringing
you directly to the source.

Quality – Gerogetown Slate is regularly tested by an approved ASTM laboratory. We also personally inspect every
container leaving our quarries with our people on the ground in China, meaning that every crate you receive from us
will be in one piece, ready to be installed.
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Our Product Offering

Deep Black

Kensington Grey/Green

Windsor Green

Imperial Black

Ireland Grey

Misty Green

Canyon Multi

Elegant Purple

www.georgetownslate.com
Antique Rusty

Bandera Brown

www.imcimports.com

Why choose us?
Integrity – IMC incorporates Integrity into every project we under-

take. Integrity is more important to us than our bottom Line.

Experience – We have a history of supplying multimillion dollar

projects. This demonstrates our ability to adequately handle any
project, no matter the scope of magnitude.

Expertise – We are a leading provider of imported goods, and with

our veteran staff on the ground in foreign countries, we offer a swift
direct reliable link to the products you need.

USA-Corporate Offices/Showroom

Import Merchandising Concepts
15565 Wright Brothers Dr.
Addison, Texas 75001
214-572-2000 - Dallas
800-998-3818 - WAT
214-572-2222 - Fax
office@imcimports.com

Hong Kong - China - Corporate Office/Showroom

Top Craft International Limited
Unit A 1/F, Park Sun Building
97-107 Wo Yi Hop Road
Kwai Chung, New Territories, Hong Kong
852-2318-0183
info@topcraftco.com
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